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FAQ: World of Fiery Webinar – Foolproof Preparation of 
a Digital Print Job 
 

When you advise designers to leave out printing marks, how do you make sure that the PDF contains the necessary 
bleed information?  

To retain the Bleed information when the PDF file is created, select the option “Use Document Bleed Settings” in the “Marks and 
Bleeds” area of Export Adobe PDF.  This will create a PDF file that contains the bleed information.  Fiery Impose allows the operator 
to enter the Bleed settings to adjust the margins to the final print size.  
 

Is there a way insert a spread in a booklet of pages? 

To make a spread, there are two ways to do this. When Fiery Impose is making a booklet, it treats all the pages as the same size. To 
work within this model, you need to either redefine the prepared spread as pages that match your document’s page size, or to create 
a flattened impose document and then insert the spread.  

1. Make all the pages the same size before imposition - add a predefined spread to insert the spread, say, as a tabloid page, 
into the document, duplicate the spread, and then use the Edit Page functionality in Fiery JobMaster to crop first the left half 
of the first instance of the spread to letter, and then crop the right half of the 2nd instance of the spread to letter. Then Fiery 
Impose will impose the job normally. You can confirm the placement of the spread in Reader View.  

2. Make the pages the same size after imposition - impose the booklet with inserted placeholder pages where you want the 
spread to appear, but without inserting the actual spread, and then save it as a flattened file. Then, you can open the 
flattened imposed file in Fiery Impose (stay in Normal mode) and replace the placeholder pages with the inserted spread.  

 

Can Fiery Compose or Fiery JobMaster adjust the front and back margins for hole punch rather than making the 
designer set those margins? 

Fiery Compose and Fiery JobMaster do not adjust the margins for hole punch automatically.  Users however can use Edit Page 
functionalities in Fiery JobMaster to make margin adjustments.  We do however recommend that designers set the margins at design 
time so no adjustments are needed at prepress time. 
 

Typically how much does Fiery Impose cost? Does it come with Fiery Compose and Fiery JobMaster as well or are 
those sold separately? 

Fiery Impose, Compose, and JobMaster are sold separately.  Some partners may offer product bundles for Fiery Impose & Compose 
and Fiery Impose & Fiery JobMaster.  MSRP prices for these Fiery options can be found at http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/How-To-Buy. 
 

Are there any Fiery tools that can automate the setting of margins required for finishing, like hole punch, that would 
"find" the edge of content and shift it? 

We don’t have any tool that automates the margin adjustment to accommodate finishing requirements.  It is an interesting request 
that we can consider as a feature requirement. 
 

http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/How-To-Buy
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Is there a way to remove customer provided crop marks without going into a design application? 

Fiery Impose allows the operator to use a User Defined finish size to remove crop marks. 
 

Is there a way to add fold marks in Fiery Impose? 

To apply fold marks, go to Marks on the right hand setting panel.  In the Mark window, go to Fold tab. 

 
 

When a customer supplies a PDF file and the PDF file has an "image", when the Fiery imposes it, it flattens the file, 
and then the image gets distorted when printed. It has something to do with the flattening aspect? Why? 

The image should not be distorted when printing. When Fiery Impose flattens the file after imposing it, Impose creates a new PDF 
file. If this is not already a PDF file, then Impose generates the PDF using the PDF settings file selected in Command WorkStation 
preferences. However, if this is seen when starting with a PDF, this needs some troubleshooting.  
 

Is 'Facing Pages' only used for booklets?  

Facing Pages can be used in a number of document types but is often used when creating layouts across pages such as booklets.  
You can create the document using Facing pages within the design application.  If you will be using inline finish attached to your 
Fiery drive printer, create the PDF file as pages.  This setting will retain the “Facing pages” intent, but optimize the PDF file for 
printing on Fiery driven printers. 
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What is the recommended bleed setting for business cards? 

Generally, business cards that require a bleed will have a 1/8 inch or 3 mm bleed on all four sides. 
 

How can I tell if my Fiery server supports Bleed Edge Tabs? 

Fiery JobMaster is available for Fiery external servers running Fiery System 10 or higher.  To determine the system version of your 
Fiery server, use the Device Center in Fiery Command WorkStation. You can also check if your Fiery server and engine combination 
is listed in the JobMaster supported printers’ webpage at http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/Products/Workflow-Suite/Fiery-
JobMaster/Specifications  
  

Where can I get the recommended Adobe Acrobat Distiller Settings? 

It can be downloaded from the EFI/download site. Please visit http://w3.efi.com/fiery/fiery-support/download/download-drivers, click 
on the “Application Software and Tools” tab. In the Select Software area, select “Fiery Distiller Settings”. In the Select Version area, 
select “Fiery Distiller Settings verified” and click on the Find button.  
 

Can I share the Adobe Acrobat Distiller Settings with my customers? 

 Yes.  Please point your customers to the EFI site and have them follow the instruction above. 
 

What version of Adobe Acrobat will these distiller settings work with? 

These will work with Adobe Acrobat 5 through the current release XI (11) 
 

How can I install these distiller settings onto my system? 

Follow the instructions on how to install the FieryOptimized2 settings using Acrobat Distiller and Adobe InDesign available here -  
http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/dm/webinars/World-of-Fiery-Webinars/2014-Webinar-Series/Sept11. 
 

Can some issues be corrected by an operator? 

Yes.  Fiery servers that have the optional packages, Fiery Impose, Fiery Compose or Fiery JobMaster have tools that allow many of 
the issues described today to be fixed by the operators.  These packages also include Adobe Acrobat and Enfocus Pitstop edit that 
enable editing of the PDF file content.  In the World of Fiery webinar, Take Document Layout to the Next Level, we will show how 
to use these tools.  The disadvantage of having the operator make these changes is that this will require additional time to fix the 
document and it may not make the required time.  It may also take less time to correct the problem in the short term, but if the 
customer continues to send files with the same issues, the time will begin to add up. 
 

Which PDF/X settings do you recommend for PDF creation? 

Press Quality is a good choice to work with Fiery defaults. Make sure the Fiery CMYK input profile matches the CMYK profile used in 
your design file which may be ISO Coated v.2 abroad or in the US may be SWOP3 (USWebCoatedSWOP) or GRACoL. 
We recommend you refer to the Fiery Color Settings whitepaper for more information - http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/dm/webinars/World-of-
Fiery-Webinars/~/media/Files/EFI/Fiery/dm/Configuring_Fiery_Color_Settings_WP.pdf 
 

http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/Products/Workflow-Suite/Fiery-JobMaster/Specifications
http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/Products/Workflow-Suite/Fiery-JobMaster/Specifications
http://w3.efi.com/fiery/fiery-support/download/download-drivers
http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/dm/webinars/World-of-Fiery-Webinars/2014-Webinar-Series/Sept11
https://efievents.webex.com/efievents/onstage/g.php?PRID=97d84a13b8e4b1213f77239fe150b6ac
http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/dm/webinars/World-of-Fiery-Webinars/~/media/Files/EFI/Fiery/dm/Configuring_Fiery_Color_Settings_WP.pdf
http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/dm/webinars/World-of-Fiery-Webinars/~/media/Files/EFI/Fiery/dm/Configuring_Fiery_Color_Settings_WP.pdf
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Should you include all profiles if you think the person might not have used the correct one? 

If you are making a PDF with multiple profiles, such as choosing Print Ready when making your PDF, then the profiles will be in the 
PDF - no need to send them separately. But to get these files to print right you must enable “Use Embedded Profiles if Present” for 
RGB if there are RGBs in your design. You don’t really need to set this option for CMYK unless you are using different types of 
CMYK in the document and these files have different CMYK spaces like SWOP v. ISO Coated. It’s pretty rare that you will have 
mixed CMYK. 

We recommend you refer to the Fiery Color Settings whitepaper for more information - http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/dm/webinars/World-of-
Fiery-Webinars/~/media/Files/EFI/Fiery/dm/Configuring_Fiery_Color_Settings_WP.pdf 
 

I recently purchased an IC-413 and included Fiery Impose at the beginning of the year. Afterwards I upgraded my 
Mac. It has OS10.9. My Acrobat and PitStop will not install and license correctly. Any help would be greatly 
appreciated.  

Our Fiery Impose, Compose and JobMaster solutions include a copy of Enfocus PitStop. PitStop version 11 does not work with OS 
10.9. Consequently, Enfocus has released a new version, PitStop version 12. We are making this version available as a free upgrade 
to existing Fiery Impose, Compose, and JobMaster customers. This should be available soon and will be communicated via our 
newsletters and future Webinars.  
 

I have had several occasions where our Pantone tables don't match the customers.  For example: we may have a 
PMS 125c listing and the customer has PMS 125pc and the RIP can't handle it and substitutes something bad like 
black, resulting in a scrapped job.  We have gone to insisting that customers convert spots to CMYK at their end.  Is 
there a better process we could be using? 

Best practice here is to make a custom spot library and add a color that has the name the customer is using. In your example, 
“125pc” and the CMYK tints the spot color tool shows for the real PANTONE 125 in the spot library. You can also open the file in 
Illustrator and change the names to “C”. Or you can use a PitStop filter for this if there are lots of such files. You will always get the 
best match by using the spot color library. 

Please make sure your Fiery has the latest spot color libraries. You can download and install for free at 
http://w3.efi.com/resources/educational-downloads/fiery-pantone-library-download . After that if your Fiery server doesn’t have those 
PMS colors, you can add new custom named colors in the Fiery spot color library in the Spot Colors tab in Device Center of Fiery 
Command WorkStation. It is always better to have the control over named colors and that is possible with the Spot Color tool at the 
Fiery (known as Fiery Spot-On). We recommend you watch the World of Fiery webinar “The ABCs of Producing the Best Match 
for Spot Colors” available here -  http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/dm/webinars/World-of-Fiery-Webinars/2014-Webinar-Series/April16 
 

What advice do you have to create and have a gradient print smoothly without banding? 

Make sure you set the Image Smoothing setting in the Fiery Image tab in job properties to ON. If you have a newer Fiery system 
(System 10, FS100 Pro, or newer) this will give smoother gradients. If you are not on a Fiery or have an older one here are some 
suggestions: 

o Print at highest printer resolution, 1200 DPI not 600 typically. 

o Shorten the distance between the color stops. For Illustrator, Adobe recommends 200 steps in a 6 inch distance. So if you 
are blending from a solid color like 255 blue, make the other stop 55 rather than 0 and make the gradient 6”. If you need it 
larger then scale the 6” version. 

http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/dm/webinars/World-of-Fiery-Webinars/~/media/Files/EFI/Fiery/dm/Configuring_Fiery_Color_Settings_WP.pdf
http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/dm/webinars/World-of-Fiery-Webinars/~/media/Files/EFI/Fiery/dm/Configuring_Fiery_Color_Settings_WP.pdf
http://w3.efi.com/resources/educational-downloads/fiery-pantone-library-download
http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/dm/webinars/World-of-Fiery-Webinars/2014-Webinar-Series/April16
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o Apply grain via Effect-Texture option in Illustrator (works ok not great) or try using a Gaussian blur of 3-5 pixels but this will 
blur the edges so you’ll need to put a stroke on top to hide this. 

o Worst case, open in Photoshop and add noise to the gradient there.  
 

Is Quite Imposing a good software to use? 

Quite Impose is a convenient Acrobat plug-in for imposition. Some of the limitations include not being able to change imposition 
settings after saving a print-ready PDF, integration with in-line finishing options, media settings, etc. that would produce print errors 
and rework. 
 

We often have color issues when the customer designs something from a Publisher template.  What settings can we 
have them use to preserve the integrity of their document when saving as a PDF? 

Publisher will create a PDF using only the RGB color space. If the designer set the color space to CMYK, this will be converted to the 
RGB color space when the PDF is created.  Also any spot color that is assigned within Microsoft Publisher will also be converted to 
the RGB color space.  The ICC profile usually used with Microsoft Publisher is sRGB.  When printing to a Fiery driven printer, make 
sure the Color Settings in the Job Properties is set to sRGB.  Some Fiery servers in the past defaulted to Fiery RGB.  When possible, 
have the designer create the documents using RGB instead of CMYK.  When working in the CMYK color space within Microsoft 
Publisher, objects with transparencies may not print correctly.  If the RGB color space is used, they will obtain better results.  If the 
designer is placing logos or objects that contain spot colors, use EPS files instead of PNG or other bitmap formats.  The EPS file will 
remain a CMYK object and retain spot color information. 
 

Will you do a specific webinar for Mac users? 

Throughout our World of Fiery webinar series, we try to do the best to cater both Windows and Mac users. If you have specific 
questions, visit the Fiery Forums (http://fieryforums.efi.com/) where other users and EFI experts are available to answer questions.  
 

Where can I download the checklist from? 

A link to the checklist is included in the web page listing all free resources for people who attended the webinar. Please find it at 
http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/dm/webinars/World-of-Fiery-Webinars/2014-Webinar-Series/Sept11. 
 

How do we get the PowerPoint presentation that was used? 

A link to the presentation is included on the web page listing all free resources for people who attended the webinar. The 
presentation is provided in a PDF format. Please find it at http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/dm/webinars/World-of-Fiery-Webinars/2014-
Webinar-Series/Sept11.  

http://fieryforums.efi.com/
http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/dm/webinars/World-of-Fiery-Webinars/2014-Webinar-Series/Sept11
http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/dm/webinars/World-of-Fiery-Webinars/2014-Webinar-Series/Sept11
http://w3.efi.com/Fiery/dm/webinars/World-of-Fiery-Webinars/2014-Webinar-Series/Sept11
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